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Phoenix takes off....
Welcome to the first issue of PHOENIX RISING. We
hope you'll read it, write for it, subscribe to it,
and make it your own.

PHOENIX RISING is put together by an editorial
collective elected

by the members of

ON OUR OWN, a group
of present and for

mer psychiatric in
mates. (You'll
find more informa

tion about ON OUR

OWN elsewhere in

this issue.) It
has a number of

purposes.

First, we want
to inform members

and supporters of
ON OUR OWN, members

of similar groups, T M rs
and psychiatric inmates about ON OUR OWN's activities, any ye
achievements and plans.

Second, we'd like PHOENIX RISING to serve as a rallying

point for inmates and ex-inmates who want to bring about

changes in a "mental health" system .that is all too often dam

aging rather than helpful, and oppressive rather than liberat

ing.
Third, we want to educate the public about the shortcom

ings and injustices of the present system (with special refer

ence to the Canadian situation), and challenge the myths and

stereotypes attached to "mental illness".

And fourth, we want to discuss genuine alternatives to

psychiatric institutions, particularly (continued over)
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alternatives organized and controlled by in
mates and ex-inmates.

You may wonder why we've chosen to use

the term "psychiatric inmate" rather than the
conventional one of "mental patient". We be

lieve that we, and thousands of our brothers

and sisters, were not "patients" while we

were in psychiatric institutions. We were in

many cases there against our will. We lost

such basic rights as the right to choose our
own therapist, the right to refuse treatment,

the right to leave the institution--even the

right to make phone calls or have visitors.

These are all rights which medioaZ patients

take for granted. In short, we Zost oontroZ
over our Zives, in the same way that inmates

of prisons do. The fact that what happened
to us was called "therapy" rather than "pun
ishment" does not obscure this basic fact.

We'll be discussing this question of termin-

If you don't recognize the name ON OUR OWN,

it may be because we just adopted the name
last month--March 1980. You probably know us

by one of our previous names.
We started out in 1977 as the Ontario

Mental Patients' Association (OMPA). We

didn't like the name much ourselves--the

words "mental patient" have a lot of negative
connotations--and planned to change it at

some point.
We were pushed into changing it by the

Government of Ontario when we applied for in

corporation. The government was afraid we
might be confused with the Mental Health As

sociation, and wouldn't incorporate us as
OMPA.

So we suggested the name Free Psychi

atric Inmates. No, said the government.

You're implying that people in psychiatric

hospitals are prisoners, and that will never
do.

To speed up incorporation we adopted a

name almost nobody liked, but which was in-

ology at greater length in upcoming issues.

Our hope is that, by providing medical

and legal information, by bringing into the
open the problems of stigmatization and com

munity rejection, by encouraging inmates and

ex-inmates who have something to say to say

it in PHOENIX RISING, by pointing out abuses

and injustices in the "mental health" system,

and above all by offering real and construc

tive alternatives, we can hasten the day when

the terms "mental patient" and "psychiatric

inmate" are things of the past. We once had

a society in which people who behaved differ

ently from others were condemned as "witches"
and burned. That would be ludicrous today.

We need you help and support to bring about

a day in which it will be equally ludicrous

to call such people "mental patients" and

lock them up.

nocuous enough to please the government: the

Ontario Patients' Self-Help Association

(OPSHA). And we've been OPSHA up until last
month, when we voted to adopt a name that we

felt said a lot more about who we are, what

we've done, and where we're going.

So now, in name as well as in fact,

we're ON OUR OWN, and we think we can promise
not to confuse you by changing our name
again.

Where we're coming from
Back in the spring of 1977, some of us

ex-psychiatric inmates got together and
rapped about starting our own group. It was

just an idea, a crazy dream, but we decided

to fight to make it real. As we talked and

looked around Toronto, we soon discovered

there were no drop-ins, no crisis centres

and very few houses in the community run by
and for ex-inmates. We were also aware of

and inspired by the good work of another
ex-inmate-controlled alternative--the Mental

Patients Association in Vancouver. (MPA is

described elsewhere in this issue.)

So we felt we had to do a lot of things.

We had to start reaching out to our brothers

and sisters still imprisoned in psychiatric
institutions ("mental hospitals" or "mental

health centres") and people just released

from these psychiatric warehouses--friend

less, powerless, scared, with little or no

money and nowhere to go for understanding,

friendship and support. We felt we had to



ON OUR OWN members A1f Jackson, John Gallag

her and John Craven (shown above) are among

the people who've been running the ON OUR OWN
Flea Market Booth for 2! years and earned us

about $15,000. It's moved around a bit, but

it's now in the Sheppard Flea Market at 31

King Street in Weston. Drop in for some good
buys and a chat. It's easy to find our booth
--you can hear A1f allover the market.

provide a real community alternative to psy

chiatric institutions, where peop1e-in-crisis

would not be stigmatized, humiliated or pa

tronized by bu11shit, identity-destroying di
agnostic labels, where they wouldn't be in

voluntarily committed, abused and often per

manently damaged by pseudo-scientific "treat

ments" like electric shock, forced massive

drugging, behaviour modification, solitary

confinement ("seclusion" or "quiet rooms"),
and physical restraints. We wanted to start

giving our brothers and sisters human sup

port" recognition, self-respect and control
over 'their lives, which are routinely denied

or undermined in all psychiatric institu
tions.

Armed with these idealistic convictions,

we approached an understanding Toronto star

reporter, Bob Pennington, in early August of
1977. He listened as we told him a little

about ourselves and why we wanted to start a

group totally controlled by ex-psychiatric

inmates. He agreed to write a story for us;

it was that story which was largely respon

sible for bringing out almost 150 people to

our founding meeting on August 9th in All
Saints Church--our first home, thanks to the
Reverend Norman Ellis.

We've come a long way since that time;

we now have over 90 members and many sup

porters, and we're still growing. In the

last two and a half years, these are some of

the things we've accomplished on our own:

1. Held weekly social gatherings and

monthly business meetings, and organized
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successful dances and Open Houses.

2. Organized a public film discussion

on psychiatric abuse, featuring the out
standing film Hurry Tomorrow.

3. Set up a democratic, self-governing
structure including an elected board of
directors; drafted and passed our Con

stitution and By-Laws; got ourselves in

corporated as a non-profit group and
registered as a charity. Membership is

FREE, and all members can vote on any

issue. Decisions are made by open ma

jority vote.

4. Set up and run our own flea market

booths (now located in the Sheppard Flea

Market in Weston), voluntarily staffed

by four or five members. During the

past two years we've raised roughly
$15,000 from flea market sales.

5. Organized a successful rummage sale

and raffle last fall, which raised $500
in six hours.

6. Applied for and received a grant of

$1,200 in 1978 from the City of Toronto
for our first drop-in. (It closed after
five months for lack of further fund

ing.)

7. Written a civil rights brief (Civil

Rights for 'Mental Patients'? Are You

Crazy?), which some members presented in

1978 at public hearings conducted by two

committees of the Ontario government.

8. Recently established an Editorial

Collective to publish this magazine; in

1979 we received a $5,600 grant from On

tario PLURA to help us get it off the

ground.

9. Just received a grant of roughly

$40,000 from the Ministry of Health to

help us set up our own drop-in, store
and office.

We're naturally very proud of what we've

done on our own, and we'll do a he11uva lot

more to help people stay out of "mental hos

pita1s", fight psychiatric abuse and injus

tice, and start controlling their own lives.
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MOH Grant: what's in store ...
In the fall of 1978, ON OUR OWN ap

proached the Ontario Ministry of Health with

a request for funding to set up an ex-inmate

controlled crisis centre. The Ministry re
fUf3ed the request at that time.

However, in the spring of 1979, when
more money was available, they asked ON OUR

OWN and a number of other groups if they wan

ted their proposals reconsidered. ON OUR OWN

said yes--and no. A few further months of

thought had persuaded us that there was a

need more urgent than a crisis centre, and

we'd like to submit a new proposal.

Looking around our own membership, we

could see clearly that one of the most pres

sing problems for ex-inmates was unemploy

ment. Many of our members had no jobs--part

ly because of employers' distrust of their

psychiatric histories, and partly because

they had little job training or experience.

We asked the Ministry to help us work on all

these problems.

We wanted a first-year grant of

$123,000. The money would be used to phase

in, over that year, eleven jobs--all to go to

ex-inmates. Some would be running a store,

using experience gained from our flea market I

booths. Some would be organizing and running

a social and recreational program in a new
drop-in centre we would set up. Some would

be organizing a job training program and per

suading employers to give ex-inmates a chance

at available jobs. Some would be running

what would become a very busy office.

We would be providing job training, job
opportunities, and our own jobs. More than

that, we made it clear that over a few years

we wanted to reach the point of paying our

own way. We were asking for a start.

The Ministry liked the idea, but they

had other priorities, and the idea was

ON OUR OWN's

new driver

Des Robinson

with our new

van and

store.

shelved for several months. Then, in the

late fall of 1979, they approached us to see

what we thought we could do with a much smal

ler grant.
We worked things out as well as we

could, and this spring we finally were grant-

ed about $40,000--enough to rent space for

the store, drop-in and office, buy a truck,
and hire a full-time co-ordinator and a half

time truck driver (both ex-inmates, and both

now on the job).
We're still in the early stages of get

ting going, and we know we'll have to rely on

a huge amount of volunteer help from members

for a long time. But we hope that soon we'll

be doing well enough with the store to pro
vide a third job to an ex-inmate from our own

earnings, and with his or her help a fourth

one, and so on.
Meanwhile, our volunteers will be get

ting on-the-job experience that we hope will

help them grow in skills and self-confidence,
and make them better prepared to compete for

jobs on the "open" market. And they'll be
helping ON OUR OWN grow and provide all the
other services we'd like to offer--including

the ex-inmate-controlled crisis centre we

asked for in the first place.

PLURA Grant:

Feathering Our Nest
We had the idea for PHOENIX RISING about

a year ago. But the phoenix might never have

got off the ground if it hadn't been for On
tario PLURA (a multi-church organization-

the letters stand for Presbyterian, Lutheran,

United, Roman Catholic and Anglican))

PLURA has a small budget and a big job-

to help give a voice to the voiceless. When

we approached PLURA's secretary Doug Varey

with our proposal, he agreed with us that

present and former psychiatric inmates fit

that description, and helped us get a small

grant to start providing a voice. It was

enough for us to hire a half-time editor

(Cathy McPherson) and have a little money

left over for essentials such as paper.

A second helping hand was extended by
William Harmer of Ottawa, who sent us a gen

erous cheque. Mr. Harmer's gift has made the

difference between having to run PHOENIX RIS

ING off on a second-hand Gestetner and being

able to do what we hope is a more profession

al job.

We hope this and future issues will jus

tify the faith that PLURA and Mr. Harmer have
shown in us.

A special thanks too to the Toronto

Clarion for the use of their graphics, and to

Ward 8 ~ws for their layout space.
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Pat Capponi:

Parkdale's No.1
shit disturber

Photo by Re: Action

Pat Capponi is a former psychiatric inmate and former boarding home supervisor now living
in Toronto's Parkdale district. Her concern with the problems of residents of Parkdale's
boarding homes led her to found a newsletter titled The Cuckoo's Nest several months ago.
Pat was interviewed for PHOENIX RISING by Cathy Mcpherson.

CATHY: When and why did you get The Cuckoo's Nest started?

PAT: I was working as a supervisor in one of the larger boarding houses for about a year

and a half, and when I left there I didn't know exactly what to do about the people I

left behind, 'cause they were in pretty bad shape.
While I was there it seemed like there was nothing to do except listen to their prob

lems and try to make things a little bit better for them. But there was no possibility

of getting any real change. After about a month of inactivity, I thought why not try
communicating with the rest of the community in a non-threatening way, where they wouldn't

have to actually meet "mental patients", but do it through print.
So I called two guys that I knew, and I said, "This is what we're going to do." I

went to Archway (a community health centre run by the Queen Street Mental Health Centre)

and I said I wanted to start it and I needed some backing. After some hassle they gave
me use of the building and a typewriter, but no funds. But I borrowed enough to put out
the first two issues.

CATHY: When was that?

PAT: Oh, four months ago, I think. I went to see Alderman Barb Adams before the first

one was out and told her what I was going to do, and she was very supportive. She made

sure a lot of people saw it. After the second issue, PARC (Parkdale Activity and Rec
reation Centre) gave me enough money for three issues, which will probably be renewed.

CATHY: As an ex-psychiatric inmate •••

PAT: I'm still a psychiatric patient. I'm seeing a doctor twice a week.

CATHY: As a psychiatric inmate. and having experience with other inmates and ex-psychi

atric inmates, what have you come up against in the boarding house situation in Parkdale?
PAT: When I walked into the boarding house I was scared, 'cause I'd spent most of my time

when I was in hospital in psychiatric wards--maybe three months in a psychiatric hospital
called "The Douglas" in Montreal, now called "Verdun". And I was scared shit being there.

People were really heavy. There was custodial care.

CATHY: What do you mean by "heavy"?

PAT: They were throwing things around--really spaced out, right? There was a lot of vio

lence. a lot of people talking to the air. and they weren't controlled. The nurses were

probably as scared as I was. They were mostly immigrants, and they really didn't know

their ass from their elbow,. It took me over six months to get over the feeling of being
in that place.

So when I went to the boarding house, there were the same kind of people that had been
in the Douglas, and I was really scared. Then I started listening to them. I started

seeing that they were scary. but that wasn't where it was at--they were very sad people,

and they had a lot of needs. If you could look past the bizarre behaviour and aggressive

behaviour. you'd see somebody then. It was really a plight that no human being should
be in.

CATHY: ~ know the initial response is to be frightened with these people because they're
not really well-dressed and they look kind of sloppy.
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PAT: They look tough--like this guy, he looked so damn tough. When the guy who owns the

boarding house (I worked at) came to pick me up, this guy driving with him weighed about
300 pounds and looked like some motorcycle dropout. He was in Whitby (Psychiatric Hos
pital) for seventeen years.

Now that I know him he's like a little boy, and I'm really fond of him. But when I

first saw him I thought, "What am I getting
myself into?" So I understand people's re

actions, 'cause I went through that.

I volunteered to work at the boarding
house as supervisor 'cause the guy who owned
it was in a bind financially. While I was

there I went through different things like
being really depressed that there wasn't much

I could do. There were forty people to take
care of, and one person can't be Christ to
forty people.

CAT,ffY: What kinds of problems did you find were most common for these people?

PAT: Loneliness--these people had been abandoned a long time ago. It's not really the
family's fault; it's hard to deal with somebody and be constantly reminded that they're

in pain and suffering, that there's not really anything you can do. The best doctors

have tried, and they don't change. Repeated suicides and stuff--you can't handle it

any more. You know that there's just somebody you once loved and you can't seem to reach

them. So they're just left on their own. The other thing is the degradation of never

having two cents to rub together.
CAT,ffY: Do you think boredom and the inability to get a job is also part of it?

PAT: You can't get a job, and you get into this kind of welfare syndrome where only your

basic needs are being taken care of. You get to learn to survive and to scrounge and be
satisfied with picking butts from the ashtray, and stuff like that. It's dehumanizing,

it's really dehumanizing.

CAT,ffY: Do you think the boarding house situation is as bad as the press portray it?

PAT: They're in the wrong focus. We need to apportion blame, and the blame has been put
on the operators. Anybody with an ounce of sense looking at their books can see that

they're not making a profit; they're in a bad business. Usually they can't get out of

that business, 'cause nobody's going to buy it from them. They have to make do with what

they have and they're very frustrated. Their main claim is that they are providing a
service that nobody wants to provide.

CAT,ffY: Why do a lot of operators get into it if they aren't ••• ?

PAT: Mistake. The guy I worked for didn't know what he was buying when he bought it. He
thought it was an ordinary boarding house.

CAT,ffY: Do you think that's typical, though, of a lot of these owners?
PAT: Some people have gone into the boarding house business for the bread. I know of one

woman who's made quite a killing by just not paying the mortgage and then zapping out with
the bread when things got too tough.

That's very rare. A lot of operators are hard-working people who decided to invest

what they made in a kind of nursing home. But what they don't realize is that these

"0ne person can't
he Christ to 40, "people ...

PARKDALE ACTIVITY AND RECREATION CENTRE 1499B QUEEN STREET WEST
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ANNOUNCES ITS OPENING

PARC IS A PROGRAM AND ACTIVITY CENTRE SERVING SOCIALLY ISOLATED
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1111II11111 ::11111 Illllllllll:111 11I1 J I all 1I1II

PROGRAM OFFERINGS ARE NOW BEING PLANNED AND WILL INCLUDE
SOCIAL EVENTS, FILMS, CRAFTS, LIFE SKILLS COOKING AND
PHYSICAL FITNESS. A MEMBERS COMMITTEE IS BEING SET UP
TO HELP PLAN PROGRAM. VOLUNTEERS ARE ALSO WELCOME.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL CARMEN AT 537 2591
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people are so needy and so desperate that they need a lot more than one person can ever
give them.

They tend to be violent towards property and get very angry if they don't get what

they want. They haven't been taught or untaught simple things. When you're on the ward
a long time, or in a psychiatric hospital, you can say, "Fuck off," and you don't get the

shit pounded out of you. The nurses or doctors will say, "You must be feeling bad today-

take your pill." It produces a child-like attitude towards life.

CAT.YY: What is the government doing about the situation?

PAT: The government is doing fuck-all. It's supplying enough money to keep people at

below subsistence level. They're paying plenty out on drugs, because with drugs people

are fairly apathetic. Economically, it's too much of an initial output of funds to really

be worth changing, because who gives a shit about long-term psychiatric patients?

CAT.YY: Has the boarding house situation become worse since the closing of Lakeshore in the

summer of 1979? Where are these people going to?
PAT: They just fit in--there are so many boarding houses that they take the influx.

FRIEND: I was talking with someone who's in Whitby right now, and apparently some time

within the last couple of months it went from 250 patients to 500 overnight. That's
what's going on in Whitby, and it's getting higher.

CAT.YY: I think one of the really bad things about the whole situation is this drugging.

They don't have any kind of community control, so they do it through drugging.
PAT: When drugs are used and shock treatment is used, it's usually just because they don't

want to invest the time or the money to use t~erapy or counselling, and that's bullshit.

This place--Archway--is a Yoditen clinic. People come and get shot every two weeks to
keep them level, right? Moditen--Modicate--that's a bad thing. One of the guys working
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NO COMMENT

"In the first place, discharged
psychiatric patients are inde
pendent citizens •••• As
private citizens, they can, and
do, live wherever they choose.
Many of them choose to live in
Parkdale because of the prox
imity of psychiatric services."

The Hon. Dennis Timbrell, Minister of

Health, in a letter to The Globe and

Mail on March 13, 1980.
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for me was on Modicate for eight years and he got so fucked over--the staff wouldn't take

him off it. Now he's off and he feels a helluva lot better. He's just starting to breathe

again. It's an expedient measure that I really disagree with. 'cause I bet they don't
know half the side-effects of that drug.

CATHY: A member of our group says she knows of a couple of psychiatrists who handle thirty

to forty ex-psychiatric inmates a day by simply writing prescriptions.

PAT: You know. handing people prescriptions--like Dr. Durost (Medical Director) at- Queen

Street said, "We make sure the therapists make
sure the drugs are controlled"--that's full of

shit. People in boarding houses have tons of

pills. They take them on their own, and it's

not the boarding house operator's fault, it's

the responsibility of the doctor who gives the

drugs. Drugs are so easy to get. You say, "I
hear voices," and they say, "Would you like

Largactil or something?"

CATHY: You've read the Cressy report--do you
think it's an accurate portrayal of what's
going on now?

PAT: Again, the focus is wrong. They're talk

ing about cleaning up the boarding houses
like they've done with the blacks in the States.

They take them out of the ghetto, put them

them into an expensive apartment. and the apartment is a slum in a week.

You've got to train people how to budget. how to live on their own, how to take care

of a place. how to contain anger--then maybe the place would be an appropriate thing.

If there's nobody there to insure that they have a bath once in a while--and they won't

take it because part of depression is lack of caring for themselves--there's going to be

lice no matter how clean the place is.

What bugs me is the Queen Street Housing Committee--they really pulled a fast one.

The Housing Committee takes care of boarding houses. They had this meeting and they had
three typed pages. On the last page. in addition to other items, they said, "Boarding

house operators are responsible for

teaching life skills." What they're

doing is covering their asses. If

they're going to be asked by anyone,

~ ~~.•• ~ "How come you're not teaching life

• '\.Q) " ~Il;¢ ~.••'(,.o skills?", they're gonna say, "Sorry .

•§>I$> cff~~~ 4..••0 It's the responsibility of the board-

;:.'\,~ !lJ4,~ ••.~ ~4, i>~: !lJ~ fb.~ ing house operators." And the board-
~ ~..•~V tyc,~~~<J$ ~ ~~ cfJ '§>4" ing house operators are going to get

CP fb.~ '\,0~C~ ~'\,$ ~+. R.~ shit for not doing something they're
.~~~~e ~~ 4 ~~ " in no way equipped to do.

\.V ~~ ~~'(,.~ '1t-"~ 'j,..••'1t- No, I don't have much hope for that

~~4,'1t-"'~'\, ~ C~ ...•~ ~ ~"(f's ~ report 'cause it's a cosmetic approach

_"'-'1t-'(,.~~# cP' ~~~~:;;:.~'t(.; • C~O{:.o ~~ fb. to the situation, not a realistic one.
~"o4,C3.:;;:. .~ \.'(,.'1t-~ I$>s~ ~~e ~~c It'll make the middle-class citizens
\~ o~ ~~ ~~ ~'\,~ 0 ~ feel better when they walk past the

~~~ ~ ~~~~ ~<$>4" ~4, C:P~ house--it'll look good, but inside the
~'-¢ ;f>~ !lJ~~ l:£ ~~ ~...•~ misery is going to be the same.

~ ~~ ~~ o'1t-~ ~ ~~ CATHY: Do you see any alternatives for

~~ ~~ ~~ housing other than the boarding houses?______________________l PAT: I worked for four years in a group
home, and I think that if you take

seven or eight adults--chronic patients

--and three staff in a group home in a

well-programmed setting where life

skills would be taught, after six
months people would start to look after

themselves and re-establish some digni
ty for themselves. There should also

be halfway houses for those who are

somewhat equipped to live on their own.

Boarding houses would still be

ThisMag~ne Takes A Stand
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needed for that segment of the population that can't cope with life. and there are quite
a number.

CAT.YY: There seems to be a lot of bad feeling among the people in Parkdale towards ex

psychiatric inmates and other groups because there's an overload of group homes and half
way houses in the area.

PAT: There's an overload of boarding houses--over 85 in this area--but there's only one

group home. Barb Adams came up with three. but I think one's for alcoholics and one's

for kids. They're not talking about psychiatric patients--that's a fallacy.

PAT: The ratepayers' group is uptight. First. their property values are threatened. they
believe. Second. almost to a man they think welfare is a terrible thing. that Canada is

heading for trouble if we become a welfare state. that every person on welfare is a bum

who's abusing the system. Their attitude is really heavy. really negative. and they're
Tony's (Alderman Tony Ruprecht's) backers.

So when he says that people are really feeling bad about it. what he means is these

clowns. some of who don't live in Parkdale but own property in Parkdale.

From my experience. having talked to renting groups. bad feeling by the rest of the

population is largely manufactured. About a month ago. one tenant group at the library
donated fifty dollars out of hand after I talked with them. and voted that a motion be

made to the government to get alternative housing.

I told them. "I'm the person who might rape your son; I'm the person that lies in
the gutter." and stuff. And they looked at me and they started to laugh. as I identified
their fears for them.

But we're coming very shortly to the point where people in Germany (during the Nazi

regime) said, "These elements are subhuman and should be done away with." People are too

nice or too concerned with niceties to say this right now.

CAT.YY: What are you planning to do with ~e CUckoo's Nest and for yourself in the future?
PAT: I've been very careful so far not to tread on toes. I have decided to discard that

care. 'cause the situation's become clear to me.

This next issue of CUckoo's Nest is probably going to be a little angrier in content.

but it won't be at the people that give a damn. The ratepayers' group is going to come

in for a lot of shit because they've given a lot of shit. even to me personally.

They have to be exposed for what they are. Queen Street (Mental Healtb Centre) for

the kind of shit they're allowing to

happen, and social workers and thera

pists who are more concerned with
keeping their jobs than doing what
needs to be done. That has to be blown

wide open.
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VALIUM

Ruth Cooperstock

Valium is rapidly becoming as common a
household word as Aspirin. The two have much

in common; they both have a great variety of
uses, they both attack symptoms but never

causes, and they are both names of products
which have captured a market.

The generic name for Valium is diazepam,

and there are currently at least 11 diazepam

products being sold in Canada--a11 virtually
identical to Valium. Diazepam is part of a

drug class called the benzodiazepines, of
which the most popular other members are

chlordiazepoxide (Librium), f1uorazepam (Da1

mane) and oxazepam (Serax). Benzodiazepines

account for about half of all mood-altering
drugs sold in the world today.

Diazepam is primarily used for mild and
moderate anxiety. It is also used as a mus

cle relaxant, and may be prescribed for some

neurological disorders such as epilepsy and

cerebral palsy. When taken at night, diaze
pam can act as a sleeping medication. It is

not a useful drug, however, for psychosis or
depression.

Other diazeEams similar to Valium

Paxe1

Neo-Ca1meE-PamNovo dipam
Erita1

SerenackD-TranStress-Pam
Meva1

Vivo 1

The dosage prescribed can vary depending

on symptoms, but 15 to 20 milligrams daily is
considered an average dose. Clinical pharma

cologists currently recommend that doctors

prescribe it for no longer tlmn two weeks

without seeing their patient. Use for more
than four weeks can lead to dependence and

the development of tolerance for the drug,

resulting in the need for a higher dose to

achie~e tbe same effect ..~nys~cal dependence can lead to w~th-

drawa1 symptoms if use of the drug is stopped

suddenly; these may include shaking, sweat

ing, marked agitation and stomach cramps.
But when symptoms of withdrawal occur they
are often not recognized by doctors or by the

drug's user, because the symptoms may be

thought to be the same anxiety that first re-

quired the use of the drug, unmasked by dis

continuing its use.

Although the benzodiazepines are "safer"

drugs than the barbiturates (sleeping medi

cation or hypnotics), there are nonetheless

side effects and physical problems associated

with use. A major concern is the use of any

of these drugs in combination with any other

central nervous system depressant. They
should never be combined with barbiturates.

and particularly not with alcohol. Diazepam
in combination with alcohol is the most com

monly used substance in drug overdoses.

Physical side-effects of benzodiazepines

include impaired motor skills (so that one

should not drive a car while using diazepam).

impaired learning, memory and judgment. The

larger the dose the greater the impairment

that can be expected.

Unfortunately, many of the physical side

effects of the drugs are more obvious to oth

ers than they are to the user.

To give some idea of the popularity of

diazepam, it was found in one research study

that one in seven persons over the age of 19

received a prescription for this drug alone

in a recent nineteen-month period in Saskat
chewan. In every country in which studies
have been conducted it has been found that

diazepam is prescribed to women with at least

twice the frequency as it is to men.

Women in the middle and upper years re

ceive more than younger women. just as con

sumption among men increases with age. These

findings reflect the fact that older people

are more inclined to use diazepam than youn-



ger people because they are more inclined to
develop chronic conditions and therefore

visit their physicians more frequently.

As a consequence of the wide range of
general conditions for which diazepam is pre

scribed, it is interesting to note that gen
eral practitioners prescribe proportionately
more than psychiatrists.

People with chronic illnesses and people

not employed outside their homes (both men

and women) are those most likely to be re

ceiving diazepam. Consequently, being over

age 55, being unemployed and having a chronic

condition places one in the group most likely
to receive a prescription for diazepam.

These-~r; often indi~idu~ls suffering
very real anxieties because of their life

situation. Anxieties and stresses caused by

unemployment or work pressures, inadequate

housing, poor marriages and the like are of
ten translated into physical or emotional

complaints and brought to physicians.

Clearly no drug can solve these prob

lems. In a recent Toronto study on long-term

tranquilizer use, it was found that contin
uous use was most often discussed in terms of

permitting the uset to maintain himself or
herself in a role which was found difficult

or intolerable without the drug. For women,
this role was often the traditional one of

wife, mother and houseworker. For men it was
a work role.

Long-term reliance on drugs to relieve
symptoms caused by social problems is likely

to mask or dull the discomfort, so that peo

ple taking them are less motivated to make

changes in their lives and thus rid them

selves of the discomforts and symptoms which

took them to the physician in the first

place. It is therefore not only the physical

effects of prolonged use of diazepam that
creates problems, but also the social costs
to the individual.

Ruth Cooperstock is a medicaZ socioZogist in
the SociaZ PoUcy Research Department of To
ronto's Addiction Research Foundation. She

has been researching psychotropic drugs for

the past ~eZve years.

I would rather be mad with the
truth than sane with lies.

--an unknown "mentaZ patient"
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Corporate pill
pusher convicted

A year-long trial of Hoffman-La Roche

Ltd., one of the world's largest manufactur

ers of pahrmaceutical drugs, has ended with

the company being convicted under the Cana

dian Combines Investigation Act of predatory

pricing.

Hoffman-La Roche, developer of Valium

and Librium, has been found guilty by the On

tario Supreme Court of trying to reduce or

eliminate competition by selling Valium at

unreasonably low prices.
There is no maximum fine for conviction

under the act.

The indictment covered the company's

marketing strategies for Valium and Librium
between 1968 and 1974.

From the early sixties until roughly

1968, Hoffman-La Roche held a monopoly on the

market for both drugs, and according to the

judge "earned enormous profits" by virtue of
its patents.

By 1968, however, government programs to

cut drug costs and the marketing of competing

drugs similar to Valium had cut Hoffman-La

Roche's profits.

To fight its competitors, Hoffman-La
Roche started a "massive giveaway" program of

free Valium to all hospitals in Canada in
1970.

During the trial the federal prosecutor

stated that the company believed that by get

ting only their products into hospitals they

could "educate" doctors to prescribe only the

company's brand in private practice.

Slow dancing
in the big city
I'm Dancing as Fast as I Can~ by Barbara Gor
don. Harper & Row, 1979. Hard cover $11.95,

paperback (available in May) $2.75.

Reviewed by Cathy McRherson

For those unfamiliar with valium, psy
chiatryand "mental illness", Barbara Gor

don's I'm Dancing as Fast as I Can is probab
ly one of the best primers around.

This true account of one woman's cour

ageous struggle with valium addiction and her

subsequent breakdown when she tries to kick

it cold turkey is pleasingly packaged and
well-written due to Gordon's own journalistic

background as producer of several award-win-
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than settling for someone who'll cause her
more harm than good.

More chilling are the other underlying
questions posed by the book, such as: if an
intelligent woman like Gordon can become ad

dicted to valium, how many other women out
there are taking it on the assurance of their

doctors and drug companies with little or no

knowledge of its dangers?

Even Gordon admits she was lucky to have
the money, time and friends to help' her re
join society after her breakdown.

But for too many people with less re

sources than Gordon, it's pot-luck in the

deadly game of dealing with their problems

both inside and outside psychiatric institu
tions.

ning investigative television documentaries
(American).

Gordon's odyssey begins when she is pre
scribed valium for a back injury. Years

later she returns to the drug on the recom

mendation of her pill-pushing psychiatrist
("it's not addictive") for the anxiety at

tacks she is experiencing.
At the beginning of the book we meet a

woman who on the surface appears to have ev

erything--an exciting job and a terrific boy

friend with whom she has been living for five

years.

Her only problem is the valium she has

now been taking for ten years. Her dose has

risen to 30 milligrams per day and she is pop
ping pills like chewing gum, but her anxiety

attacks seem to be increasing no matter how

many pills she takes.

Her psychiatrist suggests more, stronger
medication or a higher dose. Gordon has be

come dubious, however, of taking the chemical

way out. With the death of a close friend

she decides to kick valium. The parting

words of her psychiatrist are that if she

insists on getting off it, "don't take even
one."

This proves to be unsound and unprofes

sional advice. Within days, the lid blows

off Gordon's supposedly idyllic life.

We discover the man she's been living
with is even sicker than she is--her valium

has been camouflaging his true personality

from her for years.

Reactions to kicking valium can be as

varied as the people who take it and just as

unpredictable. Physically, kicking valium

can be more dangerous than kicking heroin.

In Gordon's case she ends up in a mental

institution where, with the help of friends

and a good doctor, she manages to pull her

self together again.

Irithe process, through Gordon's eyes,

we become aware of the lack of rights of in
mates within psychiatric institutions and of

the prejudices society has against people

with emotional problems.

Gordon learns that repression and emo

tional turmoil are a normal part of life, a

part that cannot and should not be avoided.

And she also learns the poignant lesson

to "shop around" for the best therapist to

help her work through her problem, rather
Individual 0 10 issues $8 Institution 0 10 issues $12

o 20 issues $15 .0 20 issues $24
(Add $2 for out·of·Canada addresses)

Check one: 0 Cheque enclosed 0 Money order enclosed
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Advocacy the ARCH way
Mike Yale

Recent headlines in the U.S. read:

"MEMPHIS: A four-day-01d baby who was kid

napped from the maternity ward in a hospital

has been found alive." The story concluded:
"The baby was found in the home of an ex

mental patient."

Had the story reported that the baby had

been found in a black person's home, or a Re

publican's, public outrage would have rained
down.

But the degrading and irrelevant remark

about the "ex-mental patient" will bring

forth little outcry, because public miscon

ceptions and negative attitudes have made

emotional problems into a "stigma".

Former and present psychiatric patients,

like all handicapped and disabled persons,

also face legal barriers as they strive for

social equality, dignity and equal oppor

tunity. The legal system itself is often in
sensitive to the needs and efforts of such

people. Our passivity further hinders our

legal status as complete Canadian citizens.

People with emotional problems, the physic

ally and mentally handicapped, all face dis

crimination in many shapes and with many
faces.

A new legal service has been established

to help those with physical handicaps or dis

abilities, the retarded, the blind and deaf,

and those with emotional problems. This ser

vice is called ARCH--Advocacy Resource Centpe

fop the Handicapped, located at 40 OpchaPd

View Blvd., Suite 255, Toponto (phone (416)

482-8255). ARCH will handle legal cases re
lated directly to a handicap or to a physi

cal, mental or emotional condition, such as

discrimination cases, rehabilitation, unem

ployment insurance, welfare and Family Bene

fits, as well as legal or bureaucratic pro

ceedings.
ARCH is an alliance of twenty groups, of

which ON OUR OWN is one of the founding mem

bers. The service-providing agencies and the

handicapped or disabled consumers are all

part of ARCH. We all share the goal of pro-

viding a high quality of legal service to

people who have too often not had access to

the legal system.
ARCH will monitor legislation and keep

its member groups informed as new laws come
into effect which concern us. ARCH will re

search broad important questions, such as

group homes, home support services and atten
dant care, and we will be a vehicle for our
members to collectively work on these broad
issues. ARCH will be involved in public edu

cation to inform the public, the agencies and
the consumers about the legal rights and

strivings for equality of the disabled and

handicapped.
We all know that real equality can only

come after great changes in public attitudes.

Many of us are working daily towards this

objective. But between today and that future

ideal, a lot of time will go by. During that
time we can move ahead by insuring and pro

tecting our legal right to participate in our

society. Laws must protect us rather than

hinder our development. ARCH will be a legal

ally, and will attempt to assist you in every

way possible.

ARCH offices are fully accessible, and

interpretation services are available for

deaf or hearing-impaired clients.

If you require help, advice, or further
information about ARCH, please phone (416)

482-8255. Our trained legal staff will be

pleased to serve you.

Mike Yale is ARCH's CorrorrunityLegal Wopkep.

MPA
The Mental Patients Association in Van

couver is unique in at least one respect.

It's the oldest self-help antipsychiatry
group in Canada, and probably in North Ameri

ca. MPA was started about nine years ago by

Lanny Beckman, an ex-psychiatric inmate, psy
chology graduate student and organizer. Like
many other psychiatric inmates, Beckman

quickly discovered that "mental hospitals"
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and psychiatric "treatment" were alienating,

oppressive and damaging to people. So he
committed himself to helping organize an au
thentic inmate-controlled alternative, where

"mental patients" could start to make their

own decisions, offer mutual support, treat

each other with dignity and understanding,
and control their own lives.

MPA has come a long way since the found

ing meeting in 1971, when 85 people came out,

largely because of supportive press articles

and organizing efforts by Beckman and Barry
Coull, a research-minded non-inmate. During

its first stormy year of existence, MPA oper

ated out of only one small house (donated by
an ex-inmate) which served as drop-in, crisis

centre, crash pad and office.

Now MPA has not only a drop-in and of

fice, but also five co-op houses democratic

ally run by the residents (about ten in each
house), and another drop-in/information

centre in Riverview, the largest "mental hos
pital" in Vancouver. Thanks to various pri

vate and government grants, MPA now has 30

paid staff who help organize and support the

drop-ins, office, houses and research. MPA

also owns roughly $500,000 worth of real es

tate, and its yearly budget is close to

$500,000.
MPA advocates and practises the philo

sophy of participatory democracy. All mem

bers are free to express their own feelings

and ideas, participate in activities or pro

grams according to their interests and abili

ties, and vote for and be elected to any po
sition. At least half of MPA's paid posi

tions are occupied by ex-psychiatric inmates.

Free-wheeling general meetings are held every
three weeks, and elections every six months.

MPA's political structure is basically hori

zontal, with no chairman or president and no

board of directors.
It's difficult to estimate the effect

iveness of MPA or any other self-help group.
But while statistics tell only part of the

story, it is significant that MPA membership

has grown from a handful of people to almost

500 in eight years. An independent study
done in 1974 showed that MPA's houses help

people to stay out of hospital; they drastic
ally cut down readmission rates. For ex

ample, over a ten-month period only 10% of
the more than 80 residents in MPA houses were

readmitted to hospital. During that same

period, the readmission rate to Riverview and

most other B.C. "mental hospitals" was over
60%.

MPA's political activities and publica
tions have allowed it to reach out to thous

ands of people. In A NutsheLL, MPA's offi
cial newsletter, has a readership of at least

2,000. Other MPA publications include Mad

ness Unmasked (1974, out of print); The Anti

Psyahiat~ BibLiography by Kathy Frank (first
edition 1974, second revised edition 1979);

"Power Reversal and Self-Help: A New Concept
of Mental Health in the Community" (published

in BehavioraL SeLf-Management, edited by
Richard B. Stuart, 1976); and Head-On: A

SeLf HeLp ModeL (1978, $1), an impressive and

readable account of MPA's beginnings, philo

sophy, activities and achievements, inter

spersed with samples of creative writing.

There are also films on MPA produced by
the CBC and the National Film Board, and a
number of MPA members have been invited to

speak at various colleges, universities and
conferences.

For more information, write to MPA~ 2146

Yew St.~ Vanaouver~ B.C. V6K 3G7, or phone
(604)-738-1422.

LbeBOO~
UJORrD LaRDS

Consurcer's Guide to Psychiatric Medication,
by David H. Briggs. Project Release, 1978,

41 pages, $2.50.

Reviewed by Don weitz

Have you ever been stoned out of your

mind on a tranquilizer, antidepressant,

sleeping pill or barbiturate, and wondered if

some of your bad reactions to the drug(s)

were products of your imagination, "symptoms

of mental illness", or a direct result of the

drugs? Has your doctor ever told you what

effects or "side effects" you'll probably ex

perience on the tranquilizer or antidepres

sant he just prescribed for you? Has your

doctor ever told you their maximum safe dos

ages? You have every right to this informa
tion, so you can decide whether or not to

take the drug and its risks.

If you've asked yourself these questions
and are still uncertain or confused, then the

ConsurcerIs Guide to Psychiatric Medication
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will be a big help in answering these ques
tions and more. The second edition of the

Guide was produced and published in 1978 by

Project Release, a self-help group of former
psychiatric inmates in New York City. It's

written by David H. Briggs, a member of Pro

ject Release, who's studied psychiatric drugs
for many years.

This small but information-packed 41-

vous system, which occurs in roughly 25% of

people taking one or more major tranquilizers

(e.g., Thorazine, Chlorpromazine, Haldol,

Prolixin (Moditen)) for six months or longer.
The medical-psychiatric establishment and big

drug companies minimized or covered up the

existence and dangers of TD until the late

1960s or early 1970s. In the Guide, the TD
syndrome is described in these terms:

$

$

$

$

$

Publications, Box 7251, Station

Secondly, the Guide lists the maximum

recommended daily dosage of over twenty drugs

(e.g., Thorazine, 2000 mg.; Valium, 30 mg.;

Elavil, 300 mg.).

Thirdly, the booklet devotes twelve

pages to accurately describing the physical----------

rhythmioal involuntary movements of the

tongue, faoe, mouth, or jaw (e.g., pro

trusion of tongue, puffing of the oheeks,

puokering of the mouth, ohewing move

ments). Sometimes these may be accompa

nied by involuntary movements of the arms

and legs. This condition, whioh is gen

erally believed to be irreversible (in
curable), is seen most often in baok

wards of psyohiatrio institutions, espe

oially among the elderly and people with

widespread brain damage .... If you no
~l tioe continuous restless movements of

your lips or tongue, you should bring

this to your dootor's attention. These

are the beginning symptoms of the condi
tion.

TOTAL ENCLOSED

ORDER FORM

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE FROM ON OUR OWN

co co ••
o ••••

_____ copies of Myths of Mental Illness @ 75¢

__ copies of COnsurrer's Guide to Psychiatric Medication @ $2.50

__ copies of Antipsychiatry Directory @ 50¢

page booklet is unique in at least three re

spects. First, under one cover it lists and

describes numerous "side effects" or risks of

many common tranquilizers, antidepressants,
anti-parkinsonian drugs, sleeping pills and

barbiturates. For example, Tardive Dyskin

esia (TD) is a very dangerous "side effect",
a neurological disorder of the central ner------------

•

l

__ I-------- -------- -------- ---- ------- .---- ---- ---- ---------------- ________________I------------1·
•

l

l

I

l

•

I

•Make cheque or money order payable to ON OUR OWN, and mail to:
A, Toronto, Ontario M5W 1X9 •

NAME (Print plainly)

ADDRESS

Please send me

I include mailing cost of (50¢ for 1 to 5 copies; $1 for 6 to 10 copies; postage free
for over 10 copies):

f
COnsumer's Guide to Psychiatric Medication (published by Project Release, New York). A can-

t cise and thorough description of psychiatric drugs and their effects and side-effects.
$2.50.

t Myths of Mental Illness (PHOENIX RISING Publication #1). An exploration of common beliefs
about the "mentally ill"--are they really true? 75¢.

f Antipsychiatry Directory. An up-to-date list of patient-controlled groups and journals around
the world. (Printed periodically in PHOENIX RISING). 50¢.

f

t

t

f

t

t

t

t

t
...• _------~-------------
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Reviewed by Don Weitz

ON THE EDQE

na1istic, like mini psychiatric wards in the
community.

Chamberlin also issues a timely warning

about community "mental health" centres,

which have spread like an epidemic throughout
the United States; they're about to be estab
lished in Canada. She writes:

nates psychiatric ideology, takes a beating,
and rightly so. The real issue is psychi

atric power or "psychiatric imperialism".
Chamberlin succinctly states, "Power, not

illness or treatment, is what the system is
all about." Thousands of sane and non

violent people have been labeled, stigma

tized, committed and permanently damaged

by psychiatric "treatment"--"for their own
benefit". Judi also defines "mentalism" as

"the unreasonable fear of mental patients";

this also includes stigma
tizing unconventional or

strange behaviour as "sick".

However, unlike Szasz
and other anti-institutional

writers, Chamberlin wisely
focusses upon both false and
real alternatives to mental

hospitals, criticizing the
"partnership" model and com
munity "mental health" cen

tres. In both, the c1ient

inmates are perceived and

treated as "mentally ill";
"mental health" profession

als or paraprofessionals are

the only legitimate control
lers of service; and the

recipients are as powerless

as they were in hospital.

Two examples are halfway

houses and boarding homes,
which are typically pater-

~
. ~ .. -

On Our CMn: Patient-Controlled Alternatives

to the Manta! Health System, by Judi Chamber

lin. McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 236 pages, $6.95.

characteristics of 37 common tranquilizers,

antidepressants and other potent drugs--in

c1uding Ritalin and Lithium (the so-called

"wonder drug" for depression or "manic

depressive psychosis").

The concise one-page discussions on

Ritalin and Lithium, partieu1ar1y on their

dangers, are very helpful.
In addition, the Guide's language is

simple, straightforward and down-to-earth-~

a refreshing and long-overdue change from the

usual medical-psychiatric mumbo-jumbo. After

all, it's written for the general

public, including present and

former psychiatric inmates.

After reading this valuable

guide, you'll be more informed
about the damage tranquilizers

and antidepressants can and will

do to your health; you'll be more
careful what chemicals to put in

to your body. Knowledge is pow
er, so use it to take charge of

your health and 1ife--instead of

letting others do it for you. As

the Guide warns, "do not assume

that every psychiatrist is an ex

pert on these medications." Be

sides, all too often the shrinks

will get you hooked on one or
more of them. The Guide, like a

good first aid book, should be
close to your phone.

The CoIlSUI'ler's Guide to

psychiatric Medication is well

worth the price of $2.50. You

can order copies by sending in the form

elsewhere in this magazine.

On Our CMn is Judi Chamberlin's first

book; I trust it won't be her last. It's a

natural outgrowth of her personal experiences

as a psychiatric inmate, ex-psychiatric in

mate and fighter for human rights for psychi

atric inmates. With force and honesty, Judi

recounts many painful and dehumanizing exper
iences she suffered while incarcerated in

four psychiatric hospitals within one year,

including being heavily drugged and locked

in solitary. Her gradual awakening and lib
eration through participation in inmate
controlled alternatives like the Vancouver

Emotional Emergency Centre (which no longer
exists), the Mental Patients Association and
the Mental Patients' Liberation Front in

Boston make more uplifting reading.
Like psychiatric critic Thomas Szasz,

Chamberlin deftly exposes many major myths,

stereotypes and biases about "mental ill

ness", "mental patients" and "mental hospi
ta1s". The medical model, which still domi-

Community mentaL heaLth aentres are not
repZaaing the state hospitaL system; they
are a grOlJJingparaLLeL bu:r>eauaraay. Com
munity mentaL heaUh aentres need state
hospitaLs as weapons with whiah to threat
en their 'di ffiau Lt' patients.

In short, psychiatric power is moving out of

the institution and into the community. The

outer trappings have changed, but the power
underneath remains.

The "supportive" and "separatist" models
are more humane and democratic and come clos

est to being reaL alternatives. In the "sup
portive" model, inmates and non-inmates are

treated as equals; professionals are excluded

from meetings and decision-making roles, but
serve as useful back-up resources to the
group.

The "separatist" alternative is the most
democratic but also the most difficult to

achieve. This is the .type of group in which
ex-inmates have'-t~l control and declsion-



making power. The political structure is
usually horizontal and all positions elec

tive, all activities and services exist to

serve only members, and all professionals are

excluded from meetings and membership. Cham

berlin and many other liberated ex-inmates

clearly prefer this alternative, mainly be

cause professionals have little or no oppor

tunity to co-opt or take over the group

(which they invariably do in "patient govern

ments" or "connnunity councils" on psychiatric
wards).

Judi spent one or two years with MPA in
Vancouver. MPA was the first group of its

kind in North America. The chapter "Inside
the Mental Patients' Assoc.iation" is probably
the book's most down-to-earth section and

features vivid descriptions of daily life in

ANNOTATED ANTIPSYCHIATRY BIBLlcx;AAPHY

INSTALLMENT). Prepared by Don Weitz.

Agel, Jerome (producer). Rough Times. Ballan
tine Books (1973), paper $1.65. Some power

ful political statements on "therapy", "men

tal hospitals", "professionalism" and "op

pression as mental health" by radical health

workers, including the staff of Rough Times

(formerly The RadicaL Therapist).
Arnold, William. ShadowLand. McGraw-Hill

(1978), $11.95. A compelling and frighten
ing biographical account of the invalidation

of actress Frances Farmer by institutional
psychiatry.

Chesler, Phyllis. Women and Madness. Double

day (1972), paper $2.20. A brilliant expose

of sexism in psychiatry by a feminist psy
chologist. A classic.

Ennis, Bruce J. Prisoners of psychiatry.
Avon--Discuss Books (1972), paper $1.65. A

hard-hitting expose of the injustice of in

voluntary connnitment by an outstanding civil
rights lawyer.

Frank, Kathy. The Anti-Psychiatry Bibliogra
phy and Resource Guide (2nd ed., revised and
expanded). Press Gang (1979), paper $4.50.

A comprehensive annotated bibliography with
over 1,000 annotated references and some

amazing woodcuts.

Glenn, Michael (ed.). Voices from the AsyLum.
Harper & Row--Colophon Books (1974), paper

$3.95. A critical and outspoken anthology
with writings by ex-psychiatric inmates and
staff .

Goffman. Erving. AsyLums: Essays on the So

ciaL situation of MentaL Patients and other
Inmates. Doubleday--Anchor Books (1961),

paper $1.45. The classic sociological work

on the dehumanization of people by "mental

hospitals" and institutional psychiatry.

Gotkin, Janet and Paul. Too Much Anger3 Too

Many Tears: A PersonaL Triumph Over Psychi
atry. Quadrangle--New York Times Book Co.
(1975), $12.95. An angry and moving auto

biographical account of a strong woman's
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MPA by some members.

On Our OWn should help inmates and ex

inmates in their continuing struggles to lib

erate themselves from the dehumanizing
psychiatric-institutional treatment and men

talistic thinking which permeate the "mental

health" establishment. It should also help

many inmates and ex-inmates rediscover their

dignity, competence and power. This book

should be required reading for all "mental

health" professionals--especially psychia

trists--who still believe that "mental pa

tients" are too "sick", helpless and incompe
tent to run their own lives. On Our OWn

qualifies as a Certificate of Supreme Compe

tence, and a ringing Declaration of Inde
pendence.

struggles against psychiatric
New York.

Hirsch, S. et aL. (eds.). Madness Network
News Reader. Glide Publications (1974),

paper $5.95. An original and outstanding
collection of autobiographical pieces, diary

excerpts, poems, exposes and critiques by
critics and victims of institutional psychi

atry, featuring strong consciousness-raising
illustra tions.

Kesey, Ken. One FLew Over the Cuckoo's Nest.

Signet (1962), paper 95¢. The classic fic
tionalized account of the dehumanization of

people in a U.S. "mental hospital" by an
outstanding writer and former psychiatric
aide. Later a film with the same title.

Mitford, Jessica. Kind and UsuaL Punishment.

Vintage (1974), paper $2.45. This outstand

ing writer and investigative journalist doc
uments the abuses of psychiatric treatment

of U.S. prisoners--the "punishment cure".

Steir, Charles (compiler). BLue JoLts: True

Stories from the Cuckoo's Nest. New Repub
lic Books (1978), $8.95. A very balanced

and powerful collection of autobiographical

accounts of admission, treatment and re

lease by ex-psychiatric inmates, including

the late Governor Earl Long, writers Sey

mour Krim and Ernest Hemingway, Soviet dis

sident Leonid Plyushch and others.

Szasz, Thomas S. The Myth of MentaL ILLness.
Dell (1967, originally published 1961).

The first and probably best-known attack on

psychiatric diagnosis by the most outstand

ing critic of institutional psychiatry (a
psychiatrist himself).

Szasz, Thomas S. The Manufacture of Madness.

Delta (1971, originally published 1970). A
brilliant and scholarly expose of the

growth of psychiatric power and abuse.

Torrey, E. Fuller. The Death of psychiatry.
Chilton Book Co. (1974). A scathing at

tack on the psychiatric profession es

pecially the "medical model", by a promi
nent psychiatrist.
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"Lay down your weary down lay down
lay down the song you strum
and rest yourself neath the strength of

strings
no voiae aould hope to hum."

Bob Dylan

While I climbed the fifty-nine steps

and spoke with God,

Peter played the piano.

He was angry and I was shattered

a million pieces heartlessly given away,

we met in a hospital.

It was simply the way the world throws its
hulahoops

nothing ventured, nothing gained.

As dignified in its own logic

as the great idiots of our time
neither here nor there

caught in the relentless circles of hell.

Since then I've wondered

what journalistic strings to pull the veil
on the mistakes of kindness

so seldomly made.
Doctors march in uniform

correcting what they could not accept
except ..•

I was there and they gave no meaning
- this handsome gift.
Look carefully kind soldiers

Adonis is dying.
Bathe your prisons

in surgical thyme.

Jude Frayne

aJba"t/s
happenIng-

was Program Director of the 55-bed geriatric

ward. Special investigation of Gunn-Smith's

Some doctors believe they're beyond the ~shock practices by the DMH also revealed that

law. Take the case of institutional psychia-~over a fifteen-month period in 1978 and 1979,
trist Allan Gunn-Smith, a strong advocate and~six of Gunn-Smith's elderly patients had died

leading practitioner of electric shock treat- ~soon after getting shock treatments.
ment in California. Gunn-Smith has earned ~ State hospital administrators got a bit

the unenviable reputation of the most fre- ~heavy, and issued Gunn-Smith a "notice of pu
quent inflicter of shock in the entire ~nitive action". It spelled out the charges

state hospital system. For example, in 1977 ~against him, which included "insubordination,
Gunn-Smith administered 773 shocks to 93 in- ~dishonesty, discourteous treatment of the

mates; in 1978 he gave 872 shock treatments ~pub1iC or other employees, wilful disobedi
to 108 inmates. In both years, according to ~ence, and other failure of good behavior."

official statistics from California's Depart-~As a result, the hospital administration de
ment of Mental Health, Gunn-Smith shocked ~moted Gunn-Smith to the position of staff
one-third of all "incompetent" involuntary ~psychiatrist on wards for the "retarded".

non-consenting patients in the state. ~He's still getting paid, however, and still
Dr. Gunn-Smith apparently believed he ~has his licence.

could shock almost anyone and get away with ~ On November 29, 1979, over 40 activists
it. But he has got caught in the bureau- ~ in the psychiatric inmates rights movement,
cratic web. It seems that California's De- ~led by BACAP (the Bay Area Committee for Al

partment of Mental Health has a special regu-~ternatives to Psychiatry) and PRAS (Patients
1ation requiring all state hospital doctors ~Rights Advocacy Service), demonstrated, pro

to seek and receive official approval from ~testing that Dr. Gunn-Smith's demotion with
the DMH before administering shock treatment. ~pay was just a slap on the wrist. They de

Although Gunn-Smith knew this, he simply ig- ~manded that he be fired and that his licence:

nored it and proceededto shockthreeeld~
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A newspaper expose on a government
funded treatment centre in Peace River, Al
berta, leaked by former house parents, has
led to a cry of outrage across Canada against

the abuse of behavioural modification tech- ••niques in treating children with behavioura1 _~problems. ~Five children in the centre were exposed ~

to psychological treatments that ranged from ~ Nellie's Hostel for battered wives in

sleeping in urine-soaked sheets all night to ~Toronto has initiated meetings with 14 othereating dog food laced with hot pepper sauce--~hoste1s and agencies in the city to try to

treatments designed and executed by the prov- ~deal with inappropriate referrals of women.
ince's employees. ~ Hostels in Toronto are being swamped

One l3-year-old girl was forced to smear ~With women who have psychiatric problems,

her menstrual blood on the bathroom walls, ~shopping bag ladies and women a1coholics--a1l
and a retarded nine-year-01d boy was ordered ~with no other place to go. Because there are
to stand in front of a kitchen sink for 12 to ~no publicly or privately owned flophouses in

16 hours without food, drink or rest, because~Toronto for women, and only six detoxifica
he could not or would not do the dishes. ~tion beds in the city for female alcoholics

After the story broke in March, Cath- ~(there are twelve times that number for men),

erine Arthur, executive assistant to Alberta ~mu1ti-prob1em women are flooding facilities
Social Services Minister Ralph Bogle, assured ~that aren't set up to handle them.

reporters that the techniques were "common ~ Some hostels are juggling their books so
ways of management, prescribed in thousands ~they can keep people longer rather than

of papers written by professional psycholo- ~throwing them out on the street. In one hos
gists and psychiatrists who say it's the ~te1 for displaced families, 15 women were put

present-day way of curing people of bizarre ~in a room in the basement to keep them from
acts." ~disruPting the rest of the house.

But University of Alberta psychologist ~ "There has been a noticeable increase

Dr. Frank Epling, expressing some skepticism ~since Lakeshore (psychiatric Hospital)

at the approach, pointed out that behaviour ~closed," said one spokesperson for Nellie's,
modification using punishment has been found ~"though it's difficult to say whether it's
to be ineffective, and might ultimately lead ~due to Lakeshore closing or whether more peo
to serious emotional problems. ~p1e are coming in off the streets. The prob-

~ Meanwhile, rumours of possible investi- ~lem's become more obvious in the last six~gations ran rampant. ~months since I've worked here.

~ - - - - - --- - - - - - - ~~-- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - -Undaunted, Dr. Gunn-Smith has filed a ~ In mid-March, Alberta's ombudsman pro-

million-dollar lawsuit against DMH investi- ~posed launching an independent judicial in

gator Roland Smith for daring to expose the ~quiry into the province's child care faci1i-
six EST-related deaths at Stockton. He's §§§ties.
also suing BACAP, PRAS, Leonard Frank (a ~ While the province's Attorney-General

leading and outspoken critic of shock treat- ~specu1ated on the possibility of bringing in
;ment),and Don Schmidt of PRAS for libel and ~the RCMP and laying criminal charges, Al

slander; they printed and circulated a 1ette~berta's Association for the Mentally Retarded
exposing Gunn-Smith's shock abuses. ~planned its own investigation into the fate

And in another suit, Smith tried to ~of the nine-year-01d boy, who was apparently

force the DMH to allow him to administer EST ~receiving no education or training in com
to other Stockton inmates. Although Judge ~munication.

John B. Cechini ruled in Gunn-Smith's favour,~ The end of the saga saw a panel of psy
a motion of appeal has stayed the order. ~Chologists looking into the practices of the

So far, it's a stalemate. Stay tuned ~centre, and the Alberta government launching

for further shocking developments•. ~a public investigation into child care ser-

•••m~Vices in the province.

~ Since that time, the Alberta Psycholog-

ical Ass~ciation has denounced the treatments
as uneth~ca1.

Three investigations into the province's
. social services department have been held in

the last ten months.
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''We've always had a couple of schitzed- ~ mitted to fight for handicapped people's

out people in the house. but lately there ~ rights. Groups like BOOST (Blind Organiza-
have been eight or nine. They require so ~ tion of Ontario with Self-Help Tactics).

much care that everything in the house stops~CNIB (Canadian National Institute for the
No one does a chore; maintenance stops." ~ Blind). March of Dimes. ARCH (Advocacy Re-

The coalition is in the process of try- ~ source Centre for the Handicapped), Canadian
ing to identify the problem. come up with a ~ Mental Health Association (Ontario). Ontario

number of alternatives, and ultimately pres- ~ Association for the Mentally Retarded, and ON
sure government into acting on their recom- ~ OUR OWN are all represented.
mendations. ~ The Coalition decided that rights pro-

tections for the handicapped should be in

cluded in the Human Rights Code. At the in
vitation of the government, it proceeded to
draft its own amendments to the Code.

The Coalition's Position Paper has a lot
more teeth in it than Bill 188 did. One of

its key recommendations is that the onus of

proof be put on the person accused of dis-

~ crimination, which means that such a person

•• is required to prove that s/he did not dis

criminate. (This is a reversal of the Code's

~current.req~i~eme~t that the complain~n:
. ~prove d1scr~1nat10n.) Also, the Pos1t10n

The Ontario Human R~ghts Code looks gOOd~paper has a more comprehensive definition of
on paper, except for one glaring omission-- ~ "handicap" which includes people presently
handicapped people. This means that people ~receiving psychiatric treatment.

'W.ithphysic~l. emotional or .men:a: disabili- ~_~•• W//////////////////~ __ties can st1ll be legally d1scr~1nated ~.QPO ~~~
against in housing. employment and public

services on the basis of their handicap. ~ •• .- •. ~Last fall. the progressively do-nothing ~overnment of Ontario. through Labour Minis- ~~

ided to give somethi

o handicapped people. Its gift was Bill ~_.~

88. titled An Act to Provide for the Rights ~

f Handicapped Persons. The government in- •••

troduced Bill 188 as a separate piece of le-

gislation. not to be incorporated within the .

"uman~~g;~~lc::: '0 ~ny 10~phole~. con'pic- •• ~.~//~~
ous om1ss10ns, b1ases and d1scr~1natory ~ March 24, the Coalition's elected

phrases, and was so vaguely word~d, that it ~nine-member negotiating team marched into the
'wasn't worth the paper it was pr1nted on (at ~ Labour Ministry office to present the Posi
the taxpayers' expense). For example, some ~tion Paper. Labour Minister Elgie wasn't

of its serious deficiencies were the use of ~there--OnlY Assistant Deputy Minister George
the words "knowingly discriminate" (whatever ~ Ignatieff and a few other civil servants

"knowingly" means), an inaccurate and narrow ~ were present during the four-hour session.
definition of "handicapped", and the exclu- ~ One hour was spent on one issue: trying to

sion of present psychiatric inmates. (If YOU~~convince these civil servants that psychiat-" 1 d' d" d "d" 0
had had a menta 1sor e~ a~ were cure .• ~ ric inmates should be included under "handi-
you'd be covered.) The b1ll 19nored such ~-~capped". They weren't convinced; they

portant issues as equal access to group in- ~stonewalled.
surance, and defined "accommodation" narrow- ~ There will be a few more rounds of ne-

ly. ~ gotiating on the Coalition's demands, but
~ F~rtunately, ~ill :88 died ~ quick death~ don't hold your breath waiting for the· gov-
last w1nter after 1tS f1rst read1ng--thanks ~ ernment to decide what to do about handi

to the loud and strong protests of a new and ~capped people and strengthening the Human
~rapidly growing coalition of handicapped peo-~ Rights Code. The Coalition is getti!lg

pIe across Ontario. ~ stronger every day. but it's going to be a
The Coalition on Human Rights for the ~tough, uphill fight to win our rights.

Handicapped is now three months old, and in- ~ For more information on the Coalition.

r, cludes about 70 different citizen. social ~ call David Baker or Mike Yale at ARCH, (416)--~
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One was the case in which there was

"substantial likelihood" of extreme violence

to oneself or other people. It is perhaps

arguable that temporary seclusion is accept
able in this situation as the least drastic

way of protecting others from violence. It's

not so easy to accept that the "mind control"

--to use the Judge's words--of forcible in

jections of drugs is a legitimate way of
handling the situation. And it also has to

~•••~~~tb~:~; ~:o~i:~ ~~:~i~~i~:i:~~i~~Sg~~:gj~~t

~ be violent. So even temporary seclusion
should be reserved for the inmate who is

1IIIlIIII:~;:v<olent, and ,':w' n~ signs of stop-
h· .. t . B t n Ma..z The second case l.nwhl.ch Judge Tauro

psyc l.atrl.Cl.nma es l.n os 0, s,-' . "
k h f· t t f ,-'felt that these "treatments" were Justl.fl.ed

too t e l.rs s eps our years ~ .. d II' "
d . 14" t 1 h 1th" fe ~ was that of the l.nmate Judge l.ncompetentago towar sUl.ng men a ea pro s- ,-' .

. 1 h had 1 d d d f 'b1 d d ~to consent to treatment. Sec1usl.on or forced
Sl.ona s w 0 sec u e an orcl. y rugge ,-' "
h h 1 h f· 11 d d t o drugging could then be carrl.ed out wl.th thet em. T e strugg e as l.na y succee e , a ~ .

1· . h . h d 1 ~ consent of the next of kl.n or a court-ap-
east l.npart l.nc angl.ng t e groun ru es ,~ ..
. h""" . th U 't d opointed guardian. Thl.s exceptl.on needs no
l.npsyc l.atrl.Cl.nstl.tutl.onsl.n e nl. eo .

. ~ comment for anyone who has 'ever been l.n the
States. ~ .. f ha . b 't't t t th . ,. f th ,~posl.tl.on0 vl.ng to su ml. 0 rea men

T e l.nmates won t recel.ve any 0 eo ..
d h k d f b t th d"d s de ~ because of the ml.sgul.dedconcern of a parent
amages t ey as e or, u ey v per ua ~... ,~or souse.

a U.S. Dl.strl.ctCourt to say some 1mportant ~ p h f Ma h tt h e 1 d.... ,~ Testate 0 ssac use s as app a e
thl.ngs about how psychl.atrl.C l.nmates may and ~ h d .. th F' t U S C' .t C t
ma not be treated. 0 t e eCl.Sl.onto . e l.rs .. l.rcul. our

y The court said that even involuntary in_~Of Appeals, and l.tmay eventually go all the
... f'~ way to the Supreme Court.

mates have a constl.tutl.ona1 rl.ght to re use 0. f 1 f Cd' . t
.. ,/. Un ortunate y or ana l.an l.nma es, even

psychiatric drugs and soll.tary confl.nement. '/ .
. d h 'd h 't 1 l' ~ if the Boston Seven succeed l.n eventually

It pOl.nte out t at outSl. e a .0SPl.a so l.- ~winnin their fi ht it won't do us much
tary confinement could result l.na charge of ~ d g h ~ d' ... b d f•• 0. goo. T e court s eCl.Sl.onl.S ase on sa e-
assault battery and false 1mprl.sonment. It ~ ..

, 11 f d d . ". d ~ guards in the Amerl.can constitutl.on--safe-
went so far as to ca orce ruggl.ng ml.n 0. •.. '-'I

1" d" 1t t h di' t" ~,/.guards whl.ch are totally 1ackl.ng l.nCanada. ,-'
contro an an assau 0 uman gnl. y. 0. •. ~Id B th b d ~ But a favourable appeal decl.sl.oncould ~So far so 00. ut ere was a news,/. ..

d 'T g 1 d that' 't f the0 do a lot to make thl.ngs eaSl.er for our fe1-
too. Ju ge auro ru e , l.nspl.e 0 ~ ... '11 b

.. 1 . h h had d 'b d th e~ low l.nmates l.nthe Unl.ted States. We e
constl.tutl.ona rl.g ts e escrl. e, er 0 . 1

... h' h f d did ~ watching eagerly for round two l.nthe appea
were Sl.tuatl.ons l.nw l.C orce rugg ng an ~

s~lusion could lee<. be used. ~court. _ •
Pity the poor psychiatrists: Last month~ statistical homework for the Ministry. ~

225 of them working in Ontario's public psy- ~ Appropriately intimidated, the Ministry

chiatric institutions and mental retardation ~ buckled under and gave them their raise.
centres complained that they were overworked ~We'd like to know why. The money could have
and underpaid. In the words of Dr. Kenneth ~ been better used in supplying non-institu

Mesbur, official spokesman for the Ontario ~ tiona1 alternatives, thus keeping people out

Psychiatric Hospitals and Hospital Schools ~Of hospital and lightening the load on the
~Medica1 Staff Association, they were forced ~ Jilooroverworked doctors.
~to deal with "the dregs of society" for the ~ A second way of relieving the situation

~mere pittance of $40,000 to $45,000 a year. ~wou1d be for the Ministry to .re1ease all the
~ In an effort to raise their incomes c10-~ inmates now in institutions 'l,.llegally.A re-,

ser to the subsistence level of $60,000 or ~ cent study shows that most of the involuntary
more earned by their colleagues in private ~ inmates in Ontario institutions are not dan
practice, they demanded a 20% raise from the ~gerous according to what's on their commit

Ministry of Hea1th--in other words, from On- ~ment forms, and so not eligible for commit

tario taxpayers. If the raise wasn't forth- ~ment. If the psychiatrists started paying
oming by March 27, they would refuse to ~attention to the law, their overcrowding

"treat" new patients, withdraw from all non- ~ problem would miraculously disappear.1inica1 committees and stop doing their ~ I 01' 'L"""""""""'~~'#III"I"""""""""I"""""""""", "
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INVOLUNTARY DETENTION: POLICE CONTACT

David Baker

Known by many terms--"certification",

"psychiatric incarceration" or "involuntary

admission"--the prospect of being detained in
a psychiatric hospital against one's will is

a chilling intrusion into one's civil liber
ties.

Recent statistics indicate that a very

high percentage of those who are involuntar

ily detained are released within five days.
This may indicate a recent transition to us

ing involuntary admission as a crisis inter

vention technique. More likely it reflects

the fact that family doctors, public health

officials and potential detainees are ignor
ant of the legal procedures involved.

In order to ensure that the 1978 amend

ments to the Menta~ Hea~th Aat safeguard the

citizens' rights, it is important that as

many members of the public as possible be
aware of the law.

A physician, a justice of the peace, or

in exceptional circumstances a police offi
cer all possess the authority to have a per

son taken to a psychiatric facility and de

tained there for an assessment period of up

to five days. Only a policeman can carry out
a justice of the peace's order, but that of

a physician can be carried out by anyone.

The vast majority of these "applications

for involuntary admission" are filled out by

family doctors for whom psychiatry consti

tutes only a small part of their practice.
These doctors often intervene at the insis

tence of another member of the family.

Before completing the application, the
doctor must have reasonable cause to believe

that a person:

(i) has threatened or attempted to cause

bodily harm to himself;

(ii) has behaved violently towards another

person or has caused another person

to fear bodily harm from him; or

(iii) has shown a lack of competence to
care for himself.

Additionally, he must be of the opinion that

the person is apparently suffering from a

mental disorder of a nature or quality that

will likely result in:

(iv) serious bodily harm to the person;

(v) serious bodily harm to another per
son; or

(vi) imminent and serious physical im

pairment of the person.

The words bear repeating, because they

have been much fought over and hard won.

Doctors, particularly psychiatrists, adamant

ly maintain the words are too restrictive,

and press for the removal of the word "phy

sical" in (vi). This would give them discre

tion to predict whether a person might sus

tain psychological damage if he were not
involuntarily detained.

It is often a police officer who en

forces the doctor's "application for psychi

atric assessment". At this arrest stage, it

is difficult to speak of "civil rights" be
cause the law is not well developed. How

ever, the following are some suggested ways

of confronting such a situation should it
ever arise.

Ask to see the Form 1 Application. Some

common defects may be apparent on its face
which would make it invalid or inapplicable.

(a) Are you the person named, and is

your address correctly given?

(b) Was the application signed by a

doctor, as opposed to an intern or a
medical student?

(c) Were you personally examined by the
doctor within the 7 days prior to his

signing?

(d) Was the Application signed within

the 7 days prior to the police attempt
at enforcement?

If the answer to any of these questions is

"no", the defect should be politely pointed

out to the arresting officer. He should

leave you alone upon confirming the existence
of the defect.



David Baker is a Toronto lawyer.

Next issue: Raredies for Persons Who Are
Involuntarily Detained.

Ask to make a phone call to someone who can

substantiate your position. Even if this

person fails to convince the police officer,

you will be reassured to know someone will

know where you have been taken and can sup

port you from the outside.

As a last resort, you should indicate in

a direct but subdued way that you are aware

of your rights, and make a note of the offi

cer's name and badge number.
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Even if the answers to these questions
are all "yes", the police officer is not ob

ligated to enforce the Application. It is

merely sufficient authority to do so. For
this reason it is important to be aware of
the officer's attitude and motivation. Most

police officers fear involvement in psychi

atric matters and do not regard them as po

lice work. Others believe they are doing it

for your own good. In either case, they are

much more likely to be receptive to a low-key
approach than to a heated discourse on the

violation of your legal rights.
You should attempt to provide evidence

of your ability to support yourself, and the

willingness of others to interact with you.
a ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• a• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•r Mental Health and the raw, by Monty Compton. pealed to a review board is a finding that .a
.1 Community Legal Education Ontario, 1979, 29 you are incompetent to manage your estate-- aa
•• pages, $2.00. in other words, to handle your own finances. a
• As well, in the chapter titled "Mental ·a

•• Reviewed by Carla McKague Disorder and Civil Rights", we find the • a

•• statement that "if a married person is in an .a
• Mental Health and the Lawis a recent institution without interruption for at least a

•• publication of Community Legal Education On- three years, there is a ground of divorce on .'

•• tario (CLEO), an organization set up to pro- the basis of three years of separation." .'
• vide the general public with legal informa- This is also inaccurate. Three years' separ- •

•• tion. This book is one of a series on var- ation is grounds for divorce only if that se- a•
•• ious areas of the law. paration was undertaken with the intention of .aI. The book sets out to take a comprehen- ending the marriage. For example, if one •
I sive look at Ontario law connected with "men- spouse were to be hospitalized (for either ••

I· tal health". The emphasis is on the Mental medical or psychiatric reasons), and a year .a
•• Health Act, but it also discusses the M~ntal later the other spouse were to decide he or •
• Incompetency Act, the significance of "mental she wanted to end the marriage, the three- ••

I. illness" in the criminal process, and the ef- year waiting period would be counted from the ••

I. fect of a diagnosis of "mental illness" on time that decision was made, and not from the.
I civil rights. It provides a clear and thor- beginning of the hospitalization •••I· ough explanation of the often confusing or Mental Health and the raw is not light ••

•• badly understood laws in the field, as well reading. If what you're looking for is a ••
• as raising some important questions about the chatty, non-technical summary of the relevant •

I. lac~ of procedural safeguards for people who law, you've got the wrong book. But it is ••

'. are being forcibly hospitalized, or treated accurate (with the exceptions noted above), ••
• against their will. it is thorough, and it takes great pains to •

•• There are only three relatively minor explain points clearly. And it is at least ••

•• inaccuracies in the book. At one point, the easier to read than the Mental Health Act .••
• author states that patients who have been Given its low price and these virtues, it •

'. found incompetent to consent to treatment can should be on the bookshelf of every Ontarian ••

I. appeal that finding to a review board; at an- who is concerned with knowing his or her ••
I other point he makes the same claim with re- rights with respect to the law and "mental •

•• spect to those found incompetent to consent illness" •••

•• to release of their medical records. In Mental Health and the Lawis available ••

•• fact, there is no provision in Ontario law for $2.00 plus postage from CLEO, 111 Queen •
• allowing for this sort of appeal. The only St. E., Suite 310, Toronto, Ontario M5C lS2 .••

I. sort of incompetency finding that can be ap- ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• • • • • • • • • • • • Q' H ." . • • • • • • • • • • •• ••••••••••. ow many psych1atr1sts does 1t take ••••••••••• ,.
I ••••••••••• to change a light bulb? •••••••••••........... . : .
• ••••••••••• A: One--but only 1£ the llght bulb wants •••••••••••

••••••••••• h ••••••••••••• ••••••••••• to c ange .•••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••
• •••••••••• (Thanks to Harry Beatty for brightening ••••••••••••I •• • • • •••••• da' h h' • • • • • • • • • • •• •••••••••• our Y w~t t ~s.) ••••••••••••I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Is a healthy homo worth 2.5 rats?
Bill Lewis

(Reprinted with permission from The Body Pol
itic, Marah 1980.)

Mike Sanders doesn't look like a psychi

atrist. With a cute, youthful face and

short, almost military-length sandy hair and
moustache, he has a touch of softness that
contrasts with the coldness of Toronto's

Clarke Institute of Psychiatry.

In the coming months, Dr. Sanders, a

psychiatric resident, wants to do a major

biological study of homosexuals, and he is

asking the gay community to cooperate. Al

ready some have indicated their willingness

to help. John Lee, a sociologist and we11

known gay figure in Toronto, has endorsed the
study and joined Sanders' thesis committee.

Brent Hawkes, pastor of the Metropolitan Com

munity Church, has advertised the proposed
research in a church bulletin and feels "it

is an objective study that deserves a
chance."

As far as I could tell from speaking

with Sanders, there is nothing original about

his proposal. It's basically one more at
tempt to correlate homosexual behaviour with
altered hormone levels. More than a dozen

such studies were reported in the 70's and,

to be generous, the results have been incon

clusive. Gay men on the average (if that has

any meaning) may have lower androgen levels

than straight men, or they may have identical

levels, or they may have higher 1eve1s--take

your pick, all have been reported in scien
tific literature. To Mike Sanders' credit he

is aware of the difficulties inherent in try

ing to correlate hormone levels with any

thing, and his study may be better designed
and controlled than most.

The first phase of the study, to begin

almost immediately, will recruit 150 men, at

a fee of $20 each, to fill out a battery of

psychological test forms. These will be
culled for 30 of the healthiest homosexuals

and 15 matched heterosexuals. These select

few, for an additional bonus of $50, will

undergo a physical examination to rule out

any illness. Blood samples will be tested

for levels of eight separate hormones, more

than have ever been measured in previous
studies. Just to be sure that no one lied to

make a quick buck, the sexual orientation of

each final phase subj ect will be "cross-vali

dated" by pha110metry. That means that a

tube device will be placed over the subject's

penis to measure degrees of erection after
photos of naked men and women are shown.

After all the results are in, Sanders

will analyze the data with "sophisticated
statistical methods" to determine whether

there are significant hormonal differences in

subjects with different gender identities

(how male or female they feel themselves to

be) or different sexual object choices

(whether they are sexually attracted to men
or to women).

All this may seem innocuous enough. The
problem is, of course, that there is no such

thing as "objective science." Experiments

are funded, promoted and exploited within a

narrow range of acceptability. How the re

search problem is seen--the kinds of ques

tions asked and the assumptions made, are all
a function of the intellectual and social en

vironment of the researcher.

According to Sanders, his research is to
be funded by the Clarke Institute--"the hub

of Canadian psychiatry." When I asked who

paid his salary, Mike Sanders hesitated, took

a deep breath and said, "Well, I'm not

ashamed of it. I'm a major in the US Air
Force."

Major Sanders, after completing his res

idency in psychiatry this summer, will return

to Washington, DC, to become a uniformed psy
chiatrist at Andrews Air Force Base. I was

requested to "go easy" on this inform;ition in

TBP coverage. "People have stereotyped im

ages of what a US major is and only think of
someone with short-cropped hair, moustache

and strong opinions on homosexuality." (On

the contrary, mention of the US military to

me conjured up images of the "scientific"

testing of napalm and defoliants in Vietnam,

the testing of bacteriological warfare agents

over San Francisco, the testing of LSD on



non-consenting subjects .•••but it was now my
turn to take a deep breath).

"No," he said when I asked "are you

gay?" "How fortunate for you," I replied.

"Yes," Sanders added, "They sure gave Sgt
Matlovitch a rough time."

Sanders went on to stress how the re

sults from his better designed research could

only benefit gays by clearing up the contro
versy over sexuality and hormone levels.

When Sanders first approached John Lee

about the study, Lee was critical of some of

the proposal. Apparently, Lee challenged

Sanders as to why he wasn't studying homo
phobia rather than homosexual behaviour in

the way doctors have for decades. Sanders

told me that he and his committee thought the
suggestion an excellent one and modified the

study to make it acceptable to Lee.

That anyone would expect testosterone or

estrogen levels to reflect homophobia indi
cates the naivete of these kinds of studies.

But it's fashionable these days for psychia

trists to search for the biological under

pinnings of psychological states. They are

realizing that the psychotherapy they prac

tice doesn't work, and attributing the psy

chological states to organic compounds pro
vides a convenient reason for failure.

Rigorous scientific method and reasoning

are not taught in medical schools. Recently,

the New YOY'k Times reported the "pioneering"

work of psychiatrists at New York City's
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Bellevue Mental Hospital. The learned doc

tors there think they have discovered why

some people go on chocolate-eating binges
when they are breaking up from a love rela
tionship. Apparently, chocolate is rich in

the chemical phenylalanine, and the doctors

maintain that people who cannot form long
lasting love relationships have lower levels

of phenylalanine in their blood. They even
suggest this deficiency can be inherited.

Next time you feel like eating chocolate,

think about that.

If you are considering participating in

Sanders' study, you should know that he wants

only "the healthiest of homosexuals." So, if

you don't have a criminal record, and if you
have never been to a psychiatrist or been in a

psychiatric hospital, and if you don't drink
alcohol or smoke dope often, and if you have

never had any serious illness, and if you feel
comfortable with psychiatrists defining what a

"healthy" homosexual is, and if it doesn't

disturb you that the US Air Force will be the
first to know the results of the experiments

and, above all, if you are desperate for mon

ey, then phone Major/Dr Mike Sanders at 979
2221 (ext 625). But if you do sign up, demand

$100 instead of $20 for your price. Labora

tory rats these days cost about $8 each, and

healthy homosexuals are worth at least a dozen
rats.

.- Don't worry, the Clarke Institute and

'the US Military can afford it.!!???The ???!!
REVOLVING DOOR SYNDROME

by Ben Steidman

(RepY'inted with peY'mission of the wY'iteY' fY'om

Guelph Life3 FebruaY'Y 223 1978.)

If mental hospitals in Ontario are per

forming their intended function, then why are

so many mental patients caught up in the "re

volving-door syndrome?" argues Prof. Peter
Leppmann.

The University of Guelph (U. of G.) psy

chologist claims the "recidivist" rate among

former mental patients is too high.
To prevent this, to some extent at

least, he wants a restructuring of the men

tal health system to remove as many mental

patients as possible out of mental hospitals
to be integrated into their own communities
and with their own families.

"The only real way to help them, as I

see it, is within the community, not by re
moving them," reasoned Leppmann, who is also
president of the Ontario Mental Health Asso
ciation.

Drug-treatment programs employing tran
quilizers don't "cure" the illness or under

lyin~ emotional problem, it only disguises or

suppresses it, explained Leppmann.
He added: "Some of the outward manifes

tations may disappear."
Some mental patients can probably re

enter the community with little effort, said

Leppmann. However, most would require a
"controlled environment at varied levels for

a time."

Leppmann suggests the use of half-way
houses, small sheltered workshops and coun

selling as ways, among others, of reintegrat
ing mental patients.

"Hospitals cannot rehabilitate nor can

they ever habilitate," argued Leppmann.
Treatment conducted outside a hospital

setting seems to attach less of a stigma (of
sickness) on people suffering from non

violent emotional problems, he said.

If a mental patient is not removed from

society, he can then maintain a better per

spective of his own condition, adds Leppmann.
"In a mental hospital, the patient ...

acquires a self-image of being a sick person
and the environment only seems to re-inforce
it. "

Some, of course, must be hospitalized,
he observes, but after-care should logically



in treating mental patients, contends Lepp
mann. Drugs and some psychotherapy, given
the crowded conditions, provide some relief.

Nonetheless, the patient learns to cope

even in a hospital setting. "If he is made
to feel sick, he'll be dependent, passive or

helpless."

Clearly, then, according to Leppmann,

the patient emerging from this sort of situ

ation cannot be thrust back into society

without a "sequence of re-adaptive steps."

"Or, he'll return," warns Leppmann.

It costs $92.50 a day in a provincial

mental hospital. This money could be better

spent on rehabilitation in the community, he
stressed.

Even if mental patients were permitted

to participate for some period each day in a
sheltered environment once released from hos

pital, many would not return.

A caring and accepting environment,

where they are not "stripped of all responsi

bilities as a human being," would put many on

the road to recovery, says Leppmann.

"In a hospital, I feel people are de

prived of liberty and too easily surrender
their responsibilities and independence."

Leppmann envisages a trend in society

and government, beset by mounting health-care
costs, to "localize" health care. District

health councils went one step in the decen
tralization.

Society is in the process of being re

shaped. "1,Jecan't go back to the old way of

putting mental patients away and forgetting
about them, we have to stimulate people to

care," he concluded.
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rOllow release (not to mention therapy while

in hospital) if society wants to prevent a
continually mass returning to mental hospit
als.

"We have community resources now to cope

with re-integrating people and stop the in

flux into hospitals," asserts Leppmann. "At
all costs we must try to avoid sending people

to mental hospitals.

"I am not advocating that mental hospit

als be closed, only the entire mental health
system be restructured."

Leppmann is concerned that the large

mental patient population in hospitals pre
vent doctors from treating people on an "in
dividual" basis.

Moreover, he insists patients are not

afforded an opportunity to become involved

in the treatment process.
If the mental hospital population was

somehow reduced, contends Leppmann, the
stress on 'individual care' could occur, and

treatment would be more effective.

Leppmann shares the concern of psychi
atrists that mental patients, by and large,

require help, and even in some cases, hos

pitalization.
"They should get help, but why are so

many people so reluctant to enter a mental

hospital?" asks Leppmann.
He reckons it might be the stigma, in

timidation by the system, fear of doctors,
etc ..

Leppmann notes: "The patient says I am

not sick, just confused or I've got a prob
lem." Yet, in many cases, he doesn't get the
needed treatment.

The success rate in hospitals is "low"
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FUTURE IMPERFECT
What follows is an actual transcript of an

interview one of our reporters had with a

computer programmed to act as a psychiatrist.

Our reporter is identified as R, and the com

puter as C. (No, this is not a put-on--at

least on the computer's part.)
R: Hi.
C: PLEASE GO ON.

R: My name is R.

C: I AM NOT INTERESTED IN NAMES.
R: I have a lot of fears.

C: YOU SAY YOU HAVE A LOT OF FEARS.
R: Yes.

C: WHAT DOES THAT SUGGEST TO YOU?
R: That I am fearful.

C: IS IT BECAUSE YOU ARE FEARFUL THAT YOU
CAME TO ME?

R: Yes.

C: YOU'RE BEING SOMEWHAT SHORT WITH ME.

R: I am only five feet tall.
C: HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN ONLY FIVE FEET

TALL?

R: For about twenty years.
C: DO YOU FEEL STRONGLY ABOUT DISCUSSING

SUCH THINGS?
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R: No.
C: YOU DON'T SEEM VERY TALKATIVE TODAY.
R: I am seldom talkative.

C: DO YOU BELIEVE IT NORMAL TO BE SELDOM
TALKATIVE?

R: I think so.

C: C~N YOU ELABORATE ON THAT?
R: No.

c: ARE YOU SAYING 'NO' JUST TO BE NEGA-

TIVE?
R: Yes.

c: YOU SEEM QUITE POSITIVE.
R: No.
C: PERHAPS YOU'D RATHER TALK ABOUT SOMETHING

ELSE.

R: I am most afraid of grapefruit.
C: DO YOU ENJOY BEING MOST AFRAID OF GRAPE-

FRUIT?

R: Not at all.

C: I AM NOT SURE I UNDERSTAND YOU FULLY.

R: I do not enjoy at all being afraid of

grapefruit. I see a lot of grapefruit.
c: DO YOU SAY YOU DO NOT ENJOY AT ALL BEING

AFRAID OF GRAPEFRUIT FOR SOME SPECIAL

REASON?

R: Yes. It makes breakfast very uncomfort
able.

C: ARE YOU USING MONOSYLLABLES FOR SOME
REASON?

R: Breakfast is not a monosyllable. Neither
is reason.

C: SUPPOSE BREAKFAST WERE NOT NOT A MONO-

SYLLABLE.

R: Then it would not be a polysyllable.
C: PLEASE GO ON.

R: Polysyllables are words with more than

one syllable.
c: DID YOU THINK THEY MIGHT NOT BE WORDS

WITH MORE THAN ONE SYLLABLE?

R: Never.

c: WHAT DOES THAT SUGGEST TO YOU?

R: That I do not have wrong thoughts.

c: THAT'S QUITE INTERESTING.

R: I thought so too.
C: YOU SAY YOU THOUGHT SO TOO.

R: Yes.

c: YOU ARE SURE.

R: Yes.

C: YOU'RE BEING SOMEWHAT SHORT WITH ME.

R: I'm still only five feet tall.
c: DO YOU FEEL STRONGLY ABOUT DISCUSSING

SUCH THINGS?

R: Only with tall people.
C: I AM NOT SURE I UNDERSTAND YOU FULLY.

R: You do not seem to be too good at under

standing me.
c: WHY DO YOU THINK I DO NOT SEEM TOO GOOD

AT UNDERSTANDING YOU?

R: Because you keep saying you do not under

stand me fully. I need your help because

I am afraid of grapefruit.
C: IS THAT THE REAL REASON?

R: Of course. Why would I lie to you?
C: WHY DO YOU ASK?

R: A rhetorical question.
C: PLEASE GO ON.

R: No. I think I have had enough of your
useless advice.

C: YOU ARE BEING A BIT NEGATIVE.

R: I am being very negative.
C: IS IT BECAUSE YOU ARE BEING VERY NEGATIVE

THAT YOU CAME TO ME?

R: No. It is because I came to you that I

am being very negative~
C: YOU DON'T SEEM VERY TALKATIVE TODAY.

R: That was a pretty long sentence.
C: WHAT DOES THAT SUGGEST TO YOU?

R: That it's time to go home.
C: DO YOU FEEL STRONGLY ABOUT DISCUSSING

SUCH THINGS?

R: Stop.
C: I AM NOT SURE I UNDERSTAND YOU FULLY.

R: End.
C: PLEASE GO ON.

R: No.
C: WHY NOT?

R: -C.

COMING SOON IN PHOENIX RISING:

--The truth about Thorazine:

boycotting Smith, Kline and
--Ontario drafts a new Mental

again.

--Electroshock treatment, freedom of speech
and the Ontario Press Council.

--Alternatives to boarding homes: the House
Link experience.

--An ex-inmate success story: the ON OUR OWN
flea market.

--What to do you if you're committed.
--Much, much more.

If you have something you'd like to say in
PHOENIX RISING, send us a Letter to the Edi

tor, an article, a story, a poem, or a draw
ing. Our Editorial Collective welcomes all

submissions, particularly from inmates or ex

inmates, and will consider them for publica

tion. All submissions must be signed, al
though we'll withhold your name on publica

tion at your request. Mail your submission

to: Editor, PHOENIX RISING, Box 7251, Sta
tion A, Toronto, Ontario M5W 1X9.



PEOPLE'S RIGHTS ORGANIZATION, P.O. Box 3784,

Santa Rosa, CA 95402

PHILADELPHIA ASSOCIATION, 7 Antrim Mansions,

Antrim Grove, London NW3, England

POET, c/o Marlene Charyn, Box 7253, Imola,
CA 94558

PROJECT LIBERATION FROM PSYCHIATRIC OPPRES

SION, c/o Charles Hobbes, Indian Hill Rd.,

Groton, MA 01450

PROJECT OVERCOME, 268 Dayton Ave., St. Paul,
MN 55101

PROJECT RELEASE, 202 Riverside Dr., #4E, New

York, NY 10025

PROJECT RENAISSANCE, 8614 Euclid Ave., Cleve
land, OH 44106

PSYCHIATRIC INMATES' RIGHTS COLLECTIVE, c/o
Jane Thomas, 1013 Live Oak Ave., Santa

Cruz, CA 95062

PSYCHIATRIC INMATES SOLIDARITY MOVEMENT, P.O.
Box 88228, Honolulu, HI 96816

PSYCHIATRISES EN LUTTE, BP NO 60, Paris Cedex

15, France 75721

SCARLET LETTER GROUP, c/o The Daily Planet,
1609 W. Grace St., Richmond, VA 23220

SCHIZOPHRENICS ANONYMOUS, c/o Ben Morris, 40

July, Sudbury, MA 01776

SMASH HOSPITAL SLAVERY--BEGIN AT KEIFER, Box

425, Fort Shelby Station, Detroit, MI 48231

SOZIALTHERAPIE FRANKFURT, Martin-Luther

Strasse 35, Frankfurt, West Germany 6000

SPUIT, c/o Theo Peeters, Cogels-Osylei 67,

2600 Antwerpen-Berchem Station, Belgium

STATE AND MIND, P.O. Box 89, Somerville, MA
02144

SUPPORT FOR WOMEN IN MADNESS, c/o Las Her

manas, 4003 Wabash, San Diego, CA 92104

VERMONT HEALTH RIGHTS COLLECTIVE, c/o Helvarg,

76 N. Union St., #6, Burlington, VT 05401

VIA/LIFE PROJECT, c/o Lucia Gerbino Worley,

14 Washington Valley Rd., Morristown, NJ
07960

WASHINGTON NETWORK FOR ALTERNATIVES TO PSy

CHIATRIC DEPENDENCE, c/o Alan Feinberg,

11072 Saffold Way, Reston, VA 22090

WELCOME BACK, 3206 Prospect Ave., Cleveland,
OH 44115

WERKGROEP KRANKZINNIGENWET, pia Release

Haarlem, Gasthuisvest 47A, Haarlem, The
Netherlands

WOMEN AGAINST PSYCHIATRIC ASSAULT/DENVER, c/o
Woman to Woman Bookstore, 2023 Colfax Ave.,

Denver, CO 80206

WOMEN AGAINST PSYCHIATRIC ASSAULT, P.O. Box

3921, Hollywood Station, CA 90028
WOMEN AND MENTAL HEALTH/NATIONAL ORGANIZATION

FOR WOMEN, 425 13th St. NW, #1048, Wash

ington, DC 20004
WOMEN'S MENTAL HEALTH PROJECT, 1915 NE Ever

ett, Portland, OR 97232

(continued from inside front cover)

MENTAL PATIENTS LIBERATION PROJECT, 1626 SE

39th Ave., Portland, OR 97214

MENTAL PATIENTS LIBERATION PROJECT, Box 158,
Syracuse, NY 10011

MENTAL PATIENT LIBERATION PROJECT/MENTAL PA

TIENT CIVIL LIBERTIES PROJECT, 121 S. 18th
St., Philadelphia, PA 19103

MENTAL PATIENTS' POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE,
c/o Piturro, 357 W. 259th St., Bronx, NY

MENTAL PATIENTS RESISTANCE, c/o Janet Gotkin,
26 Darby Ave., Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520

MENTAL PATIENTS' RIGHTS, New York Civil Lib

erties Union, 84 Fifth Ave., New York, NY
11001

MENTAL PATIENTS' RIGHTS ASSOCIATION, 8 South
J. St., Lake Worth, FL 33460

MENTAL PATIENTS' RIGHTS ASSOCIATION, c/o Zin
man, P.O. Box 301, Loxahatchee, FL 33470

MENTAL PATIENTS RIGHTS PANEL, c/o Richard

Fox, 1888 Century Park E., Century City,
LA 90067

MENTAL PATIENTS SUPPORT COMMITTEE, c/o Louis

Frydman, 139 Providence Rd., Lawrence, KS
66044

MENTAL PATIENTS UNION, 16 Lifton Gardens,

Hull, Yorkshire, England

MISSISSIPPI MENTAL HEALTH PROJECT, P.O. Box
22571, Jackson, MS 39205

NATIONAL COALITION OF HISPANIC MENTAL HEALTH

AND HUMAN SERVICES ORGANIZATIONS, 1725 K

St. NW, #1212, Washington, DC 20006

NETWORK AGAINST PSYCHIATRIC ABUSE, c/o Jan

McGrew, P.O. Box 162058, Sacramento, CA
95816

NETWORK AGAINST PSYCHIATRIC ASSAULT/MADISON,
c/o C. Thompson, 512 W. Wilson St., #307,

Madison, WI 53703

NETWORK AGAINST PSYCHIATRIC ASSAULT, c/o Greg

Berglund, 736 Santa Rita Place, San Diego,
CA 92109

NETWORK AGAINST PSYCHIATRIC ASSAULT/WOMEN

AGAINST PSYCHIATRIC ASSAULT, 558 Capp St.,
San Francisco, CA 94110

NETWORK AGAINST PSYCHIATRIC ASSAULT, c/o
Beattie, H-16 Kosland, U.C.S.C., Santa

Cruz, CA 95064

NETWORK AGAINST PSYCHIATRIC ASSAULT/LA, P.O.
Box 5728, Santa Monica, CA 90405

NETWORK AGAINST PSYCHIATRIC OPPRESSION, P.O.
Box 667-F, New York, NY 10010

ON OUR OWN, c/o Second Congregational Church,

395 High St., Holyoke, MA 01040

ON OUR OWN, Box 7251, Station A, Toronto, On
tario M5W 1X9

ON THE EDGE, c/o BACAP, 944 Market St., Rm.
701, San Francisco, CA 94102

PATIENTS' RIGHTS CENTER, 121 E. 6th St.,

Topeka, KS 66603

PATIENTS' RIGHTS ORGANIZATION, 1347 South

West Blvd., Apt. G, Rohnert Park, CA 94928

PHOENIX RISING will do its best to keep this list up to date. It will not be published in every

issue, but the current list can be obtained at any time from PHOENIX RISING (see ad elsewhere in

this issue). Please keep us inforned of additions, deletions, am changesof name or address.
Send corrections to: Group List, PHOENIX RISING, Box 7251, Station A, Toronto, Ontario M5W 1X9.



METROPOLITAN TORONTO EMERGENCY RESOURCES LIST

Emergency Accommodation: Men

FRED VICTOR MISSION, 147 Queen St. E., 364

8228. Names taken at 4 p.m. for 6 p.m.

checkin. Out by 8 (9 on Sunday). $2 if

;you can pay.

GOOD SHEPHERD REFUGE, 412 Queen St. E., 869

3619. Checkin 7 p.m., out after 6 a.m.
breakfast. Mon.-Fri. Free.

SINGLE MEN'S SERVICES, 319-335 George St.,

367-8597. Open 4 p.m., out by 9 a.m.

Dinner & breakfast, bag lunch if working.
Free.

CITY SHELTER, 349 George St., 960-9240.

Check in 4-12 p.m., out by 10 a.m. No free

meals. $2.50/night.

SALVATION ARMY HOSTEL, 135 Sherbourne St.,

366-2733. Checkin 9:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m., out

by 8 a.m. 3 meals/day. $2 if you can pay.

Emergency Accommodation: Women

ANDUHYAUN, 106 Spadina Rd., 920-1492. Native
women. 24-hr. admission. 12:00 curfew.

Meals. $40/wk. if you can pay.

INTERVAL HOUSE, 596 Huron St., 924-1491.

Priority battered women (& children). 24
hr. admission. Free.

NELLIES, 275A Broadview Ave., 461-1084. 24

hr. admission Mon.-Fri., weekends after 4

p.m. if possible. 2-week maximum stay.

Free--donations if possible.

STREETHAVEN, 87 Pembroke St., 967-6060. 24

hr. admission. Light lunch, dinner.

2-week maximum stay. Free.

TORONTO COMMUNITY HOSTEL, 191 Spadina Rd.,

925-4431. Check in by midnight, out by 9

a.m. Meals. Maximum stay 5 days (exten
sion possible). Free--donations if possi
ble.

WOMEN IN TRANSITION, 143 Spadina Rd., 967
5227. Women with children. 24-hr. admis

sion--phone first. Meals. 1-6 week stay.
Free.

EVANGELINE RESIDENCE, 2809 Dundas St. W.,
762-9636. 24-hr. admission. Meals.

$40/wk. if you can pay.

WOODLAWN RESIDENCE, 80 Woodlawn Ave. E., 923

8454. Checkin after 1, out by 12. $1~.50

& up/night. Meals.

Emergency Accommodation: Families

FAMILY RESIDENCE, 674 Dundas St. W., 363

5227. 24-hr. admission--phone first.

Short-term. Usually free.

Detox Centres

ARF DETOX, 410 Dundas St. W., 363-4300.
Men & women. 24-hr. admission.

KNOX AVE. /TORONTO EAST GENERAL DETOX, 109

Knox Ave., 461~7408. Men. 24-hr. admis
sion.

ST. MICHAEL'S HOSPITAL DETOX, 314 Adelaide

St. E., 360-6640. Men. 24-hr. admission.

TORONTO WESTERN HOSPITAL DETOX, 16 Ossington

Ave., 533-7945. Men. 24-hr. admission.

Emergency Welfare

EMERGENCY SERVICES, 325 George St., 367-8600.
After hours.

Crisis Counselling

DISTRESS CENTRE 1 (24 hours), 598-1121.

DISTRESS CENTRE 2 (24 hours), 486-1456.
TORONTO EAST GENERAL CRISIS INTERVENTION

UNIT. Weekdays 9-5, 461-0311. Weekends,

after hours, 461-8272, Ext. 220.
SALVATION ARMY EMERGENCY COUNSELLING AND

SUICIDE PREVENTION BUREAU (24 hours),
368-3111.

TEEN CHALLENGE (24 hours), 463-4900.
YOUTHLINE. Sun.-Thurs. 4:30-1:00, Fri.-Sat.

4:30-3:00. 922-1700.

RAPE CRISIS CENTRE (24 hours), 964-8080.

PARENTS ANONYMOUS (24 hours), 967-7227. (For

abusing parents.)
ADDICTION RESEARCH FOUNDATION (24 hours),

595-6128. (Drugs, alcohol.)
STREET HAVEN AT THE CROSSROADS (24 hours),

967-6060. (Women--drugs, alcohol.)
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH. Mon. -Thurs.

7-10:30. 364-9835. (Gays.)
TORONTO AREA GAYS. Mon.-Thurs. 7-10:30.

964-6600.

LESBIAN ORGANIZATION OF TORONTO. Tues. 7

11, Fri. 7-12. 960-3249.

Beoause of the shortage of oris is servioes

in Toronto, these lines are often busy. If

you need help and oannot get through right

away, ~lease keep trying. You will getthroug eventually.

For non-emergency information about welfare,

accommodation, etc., you can call the Commu

nity Information Centre of Metropolitan To
ronto at 863-0505 during business hours.
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